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Janet Jackson to Produce Transgender
Documentary
Jackson will do some on-camera interviews for "Truth"
Tuesday, Jun 5, 2012 | Updated 2:40 AM PDT

Janet Jackson has signed on as an executive producer of a documentary on the lives of
transgender people living around the world.
New York-based Brainchild Films announced Monday that Jackson was working on
"Truth" and would do some of the on-camera interviews. The documentary begins
production this summer and will focus on the lives and struggles of transgender persons.
Jackson writes in a statement that she is working on the project to try to stop
discrimination of the transgender community.
The 46-year-old sister of Michael Jackson has starred in several films and won five
Grammy Awards.
"Truth" will be directed by Robert Jason, who previously directed a documentary for
The Style Network on four transgender New Yorkers. He says "Truth" will feature
stories from throughout North America, Europe, Australia and Latin America.
Copyright Associated Press
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Janet Jackson to Executive Produce
Transgender Documentary
'Truth' will follow stories of transgender people across
the world
By Rolling Stone
June 6, 2012 10:50 AM ET

Janet Jackson is set for an executive producing role on an upcoming transgender
documentary, according to New York-based Brainchild Films. Truth will follow various
stories of transgender people ranging from North and Latin America to Europe and
Australia. Jackson is already working on the film, and will conduct some on-camera
interviews for the documentary.
"I've been fortunate to make friends and learn about very different lives. Truth is our
small chance to ask that you try and understand someone who lives their life in a way
that is a little bit different from yours, even though all of our hearts are the same," said
Jackson. "We want to stop the hate and find understanding."
Robert Jason will direct Truth, which will start production this summer. This will be
Jackson's first role as executive producer.

Read more: http://www.rollingstone.com/music/news/janet-jackson-to-executiveproduce-transgender-documentary-20120606#ixzz1x4JSo4jR
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Janet Jackson to produce, appear in
documentary on transgender people
around the world
By Associated Press, Published: June 4AP
LOS ANGELES — Janet Jackson has
signed on as an executive producer of a
documentary on the lives of transgender
people living around the world.
New York-based Brainchild Films
announced Monday that Jackson was
working on “Truth” and would do some
of the on-camera interviews. The
documentary begins production this
summer and will focus on the lives and
struggles of transgender persons.
Jackson writes in a statement that she is
working on the project to try to stop
discrimination of the transgender
community.
The 46-year-old sister of Michael
Jackson has starred in several films and
won five Grammy Awards.
“Truth” will be directed by Robert
Jason, who previously directed a documentary for The Style Network on four
transgender New Yorkers. He says “Truth” will feature stories from throughout North
America, Europe, Australia and Latin America.
Copyright 2012 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be
published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.
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Janet Jackson to produce
transgender documentary
Published June 04, 2012
Associated Press
LOS ANGELES – Janet Jackson has signed on as an executive producer of a documentary on the lives of transgender
people living around the world.
New York-based Brainchild Films announced Monday that Jackson was working on "Truth" and would do some of the
on-camera interviews. The documentary begins production this summer and will focus on the lives and struggles of
transgender persons.
Jackson writes in a statement that she is working on the project to try to stop discrimination of the transgender
community.
The 46-year-old sister of Michael Jackson has starred in several films and won five Grammy Awards.
"Truth" will be directed by Robert Jason, who previously directed a documentary for The Style Network on four
transgender New Yorkers. He says "Truth" will feature stories from throughout North America, Europe, Australia and
Latin America.

Read more: http://www.foxnews.com/us/2012/06/04/janet-jackson-to-produce-transgenderdocumentary/#ixzz1x4M79KYW
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Janet Jackson to produce transgender
documentary
In this Thursday, May 10, 2012 file photo,
singer Janet Jackson attends photographer
Marco Glaviano's "Supermodels" exhibition at
the Keszler Gallery, in New York. Brainchild
Films announced Monday June 4, 2012 that
Jackson would produce and conduct on-screen
interviews for an upcoming documentary on
transgender people around the world titled
“Truth.”
(AP Photo/Evan Agostini)
LOS ANGELES — Janet Jackson has signed on as an executive producer of a
documentary on the lives of transgender people living around the world.
New York-based Brainchild Films announced Monday that Jackson was working on
"Truth" and would do some of the on-camera interviews. The documentary begins
production this summer and will focus on the lives and struggles of transgender persons.
Jackson writes in a statement that she is working on the project to try to stop
discrimination of the transgender community.
The 46-year-old sister of Michael Jackson has starred in several films and won five
Grammy Awards.
"Truth" will be directed by Robert Jason, who previously directed a documentary for
The Style Network on four transgender New Yorkers. He says "Truth" will feature
stories from throughout North America, Europe, Australia and Latin America.
© 2012 The Associated Press. All Rights Reserved. This material may not be published,
broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed.
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Janet Jackson To Produce Transgender
Documentary
First Published: June 4, 2012 6:01 PM
EDT Credit: Getty Images
LOS ANGELES, Calif. -- Caption Janet
Jackson poses as she arrives to attend the
2012 amfAR’s Cinema Against Aids in
Antibes, Southeaster France, on May 24,
2012Janet Jackson has signed on as an
executive producer of a documentary on
the lives of transgender people living
around the world.
New York-based Brainchild Films
announced Monday that Jackson was
working on “Truth” and would do some of
the
on-camera
interviews.
The
documentary begins production this
summer and will focus on the lives and
struggles of transgender persons.
Jackson writes in a statement that she is
working on the project to try to stop
discrimination
of
the
transgender
community.
The 46-year-old sister of Michael Jackson
has starred in several films and won five
Grammy Awards.
“Truth” will be directed by Robert Jason, who previously directed a documentary for
The Style Network on four transgender New Yorkers. He says “Truth” will feature
stories from throughout North America, Europe, Australia and Latin America.
Copyright 2012 by The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be
published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.
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Janet Jackson to Produce Transgender
Documentary
LOS ANGELES June 5, 2012 (AP)
Janet Jackson has signed on as an executive producer of a documentary on the lives of
transgender people living around the world.
New York-based Brainchild Films announced Monday that Jackson was working on
"Truth" and would do some of the on-camera interviews. The documentary begins
production this summer and will focus on the lives and struggles of transgender persons.
New York. Brainchild Films announced Monday June 4, 2012 that Jackson would
produce and conduct on-screen interviews for an upcoming documentary on transgender
people around the world titled “Truth.” (AP Photo/Evan Agostini, File) CloseJackson
writes in a statement that she is working on the project to try to stop discrimination of
the transgender community.
The 46-year-old sister of Michael Jackson has starred in several films and won five
Grammy Awards.
"Truth" will be directed by Robert Jason, who previously directed a documentary for
The Style Network on four transgender New Yorkers. He says "Truth" will feature
stories from throughout North America, Europe, Australia and Latin America.
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Janet Jackson Producing Documentary
On Transgender Community
'Truth' will look at struggles of transgender people
around the world.
By Gil Kaufman
Janet Jackson has spent her career bouncing from TV to music and movies, but now the
R&B legend is moving into the producing game.
According to the The Advocate, Jackson has agreed to executive-produce a documentary
called "Truth" about the lives of transgender people around the world. Not only is
Jackson, 46, working behind-the-scenes on the movie, but she is expected to sit for
some on-camera interviews as well. The movie will start filming this summer. In a
statement announcing the film, Jackson said she agreed to sign on to help stop
discrimination against the transgender community.
"All people are very important to me. I've been fortunate to make friends and learn
about very different lives," Jackson said in a statement. " 'Truth' is our small chance to
ask that you try and understand someone who lives their life in a way that is a little bit
different from yours, even though all of our hearts are the same. We want to stop the
hate and find understanding."
Director Robert Jason, who previously directed the Style Network documentary "Style
Exposed: Born Male, Living Female," about four transgender New Yorkers, promised
that Jackson will play a prominent part in the finished product.
"Janet Jackson will take us on a visually innovative, cerebral journey through the
turbulent lives of transgendered people of all ages around the world and their epic
struggle for equality," he said in a statement announcing the project. "This film will
highlight landmark mainstream stories and provide a glimpse at others that will change
the gender landscape of the world forever. Just as it is hard to believe that there ever
was a time when different components of society were required to use separate drinking
fountains, it is as incredible that one's gender expression remains just such a target for
discrimination."
Jackson's involvement in the documentary comes on the heels of last month's news that
Against Me! singer Tom Gabel has come out as transgender and is now living as a
woman, Laura Jane Grace. Gabel became the most high-profile major-label musician to
undergo a gender transformation.

